Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3107 Douglas Anderson School of the Arts -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Electricity Cost (7/2017-6/2019)
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3165 William M. Raines High -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:07 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.
Historical Data by Service
Duval County Public Schools
3224 Samuel W. Wolfson High -- 7/2017 to 6/2019

Historical Data by Service report produced by Susan Carew on 08/12/2019 at 10:07 AM.
Data prorated by month based on line item from/thru dates.